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000. LEGAL AUTHORITY.
Under authority of Section 21-111, Idaho Code, the Idaho Transportation Board adopts this rule. (11-28-90)

001. TITLE AND SCOPE.
This rule is titled IDAPA 09.04.03, "Rules Governing Restrictions of Flight in Designated Emergency Areas," and outlines the restrictions of flight in designated emergency areas. (11-28-90)

002. -- 099. (RESERVED)

100. GENERAL.

01. Level of Flight for Non-Search Pilot. No aircraft shall willfully fly below one thousand (1,000) feet above ground level over or through any designated search and rescue area, or any designated emergency area unless officially flying as an assigned search pilot in an assigned search area, or authorized by the official Search and Rescue Headquarters, or in direct official support of a designated emergency area. This flight restriction shall remain in effect within the designated area until rescinded by the Aeronautics Division Administrator. (1-2-93)

02. Level of Flight for Non-Assistance Persons. Aircraft not officially involved in rendering emergency assistance to persons and property may not fly lower than two thousand (2,000) feet above ground level over any emergency area created by fire, flood, earthquake, or other natural disasters. (1-2-93)
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